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ABSTRACT:
Finding and accessing suitable geographic information to satisfy various applications in the open and distributed environments of
Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) is a crucial task. However, because of the semantic heterogeneity in conventional exploitations
and descriptions of geographic information, it is difficult to find suitable geographic information which exactly meets the
requirements of application. To solve the problems caused by semantic heterogeneity, this paper presents an ontology-based
semantic description model which explicitly represents geographic information semantics in abstract and concrete level. It is an
integrated model consisting of three parts: Data Profile, Data Content, and Data Binding. Data Profile tells users what the data are
about in abstract level. Data Content describes what the data contain in concrete level. Data Binding tells users where and how to
access the data. Moreover, this paper puts forward an ontology based approach to enhance the efficiency of discovery and retrieval
of geographic information.

developed in the context of Artificial Intelligent (AI) to
facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. It covers many fields
such as knowledge engineering, information integration,
information retrieval and so on. The reason for ontology being
so popular is due to what it promises: a shared and common
understanding of some domain that can be communicated
between people and application systems. Many definitions of
ontology have been proposed. A popular definition of them is:
an ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization (Gruber, 1995). The meanings of the
definition is explained (Studer et al., 1998): A
“conceptualization” refers to an abstract model of some
phenomenon in the world by having identified the relevant
concepts of that phenomenon; “Explicit” means that the type of
concepts used, and the constraints on their use are explicitly
defined; “Formal” refers to the fact that the ontology should be
machine readable; “Shared” reflects the notion that an ontology
captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some
individual, but accepted by a group.

1. INTRODUCTION
Geographic information (GI) is more and more important in
various application domains such as planning and decisionmaking etc. Finding and accessing suitable geographic
information to satisfy these applications in the open and
distributed environments of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs)
is a crucial task. However, it is difficult to find suitable
geographic information which exactly meets the requirements
of application because of the semantic heterogeneity in
conventional exploitations and descriptions of geographic
information. Much research work has been done for discovery
and retrieval of geographic information by OpenGIS
Consortium (OGC). The specifications provided by OGC
enable the syntactic interoperability and cataloguing of
geographic information. Though the catalogs support
discovering, organization, and access of geographic
information, they do not yet provide methods to solve problems
of semantic heterogeneity (Bernard et al., 2004; Klien et al.,
2004). Problems of semantic heterogenity are caused by
synonyms and honmonyms in metadata and user’s query (Klien
et al., 2004). This is because various metadata specifications
and various vocabularies are used in metadata and user’s
queries. In various specifications and vocabularies, different
terms may refer to similar concepts, and the same terms may
refer to different concepts. So overcoming problems of
semantic heterogeneity is the key to enhance efficiency of
discovering and retieval of geographic information.

In this paper, an ontology-based semantic description model is
put forward to explicitly represent geographic information
semantics in abstract level and concrete level by introducing
ontologies. It is an integrated model consisting of three parts:
Data Profile, Data Content, and Data Binding. According to the
model, descriptions of geographic information can be readable
and understandable for computers. Moreover, based on the
proposed model, an ontology-based approach is discussed to
enhance efficiency of discovering and retrieval of geographic
information.

One possible approach to overcome the problems of semantic
heterogeneity is the explication of knowledge by means of
ontology. which can be used for the identification and
association of semantically corresponding concepts because
ontology can explicitly and formally represent concepts and
relationships between concepts and can support semantic
reasoning according to axioms in it. Ontology has been

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we make a
survey on the related works. Then, the ontology-based
semantic description model is presented in section 3. In the
subsequent section, the ontology-based approach for
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discovering and retrieval is made out. Finally, we make
conclusions and discuss the future work need to do.

all belong to geographic information domain ontology and
model non-spatial semantics and spatial semantics of
geographic information.

2. RELATED WORKS

Metadata ontology explicitly represents the knowledge of
geographic information metadata. It not only formalizes
existing metadata specifications such as ISO-19115 (ISO
TC/211, 2003) and CSDGM (FGDC, 1998) in Ontology Web
Language (OWL) (W3C, 2004), but also builds mappings
between them. Therefore, it makes various metadata according
to different specifications be able to interoperation in semantic
level.

Ontology based research for discovering and retrieval of
geographic information has been booming. There are many
research works done to make efforts to it.
Klien et al (2004) presented an architecture for ontology-based
discovery and retrieval of geographic information that can
contribute to solving existing problems of semantic
heterogeneity. So far they have defined components such as
Enhanced Cascading Catalog Service and the Reasoner
component and plan to develop a query scenario in which the
user is able to formulate a question using terms from the
familiar shared vocabularies.

Fundamental geographic information ontology is created to
describe non-spatial semantics of geographic features. It
defines fundamental geographic feature concepts and
relationships of them.

The research project SPIRIT (Spatially-Aware Information
Retrieval on the Internet) developed tools and techniques to
support spatial search on the internet based on ontology (Jones
et al., 2002). Geographical ontologies are constructed to assist
spatial search (Fu, 2005a). An ontology-based spatial query
expansion method is developed that supports retrieval of
information relevant to space by trying to derive its
geographical query footprint (Fu, 2005b).
Hartwig H. Hochmair (2005) proposed a conceptual framework
to overcome problems of semantic heterogeneity in keyword
based retrieval of geographic information. In the architecture,
the server-sided knowledge base including domain ontology
and rules for query expansion is used to expand the keywordbased searches.

Figure 1. A light ontology for example
Spatial relation ontology and geometric ontology are built to
describe spatial semantics of geographic features. Spatial
relation ontology defines topological relations, direction
relations and distance relations. Geometric ontology defines the
concepts and relations of geometric point, line, polygon,
surface, etc.

Wiegand and Garcia (2007) developed a task-based ontology
approach to automate geospatial data retrieval. In the approach,
ontologies of task, data source, metadata and place, along with
relationships between them are developed. With the ontology,
reasoning can be done to infer various types of information
including which data sources meet specific criteria for use in
particular tasks.

These ontologies are built with a “down-up” abstracting
method. First, key concepts in geographic information science
domain are abstracted. Then, concepts relationships, geometric
relationships, spatial relationships, location relationships are
modeled and established. Concepts relationships include
“subclass of”, “part-whole”, “member of”, “instance of” and
“dependency”, “reference”. Geometric relationships define the
composite relationship among point, line, polygon and surface.
Spatial relationships define topological relations, direction
relations and distance relations. Finally, OWL DL (W3C, 2004)
is adopted to describe these ontologies and test their
consistency by semantic reasoning engine RACER (Racer
Systems GmbH & Co. KG, 2005).

In this paper, we focus on uniform semantic descriptions of
geographic information and approaches for discovery and
retrieval based on semantic descriptions.

3. ONTOLOGY-BASED SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION
MODEL
In this section, we set forth an ontology-based semantic
description model that explicitly represents semantics of
geographic information in uniform machine readable and
understandable format. Thus, problems of semantic
heterogeneity in description of geographic information are
solved.

3.2 Ontology-based semantic description model
Metadata is an important part in SDI to describe geographic
data for data discovering and sharing. It facilitates data sharing
among Geographic Information Communities (GIC) in
distributed environments. However, metadata is not enough to
solve problems of semantic heterogeneity because different
GICs publish metadata according various metadata
specifications and various vocabularies. For solving problems
of semantic heterogeneity, we proposed an ontology-based
semantic description model to represent semantics of
geographic data.

3.1 Ontologies
Ontologies are the key to semantic description of geographic
information. In this paper, several ontologies are constructed to
explicitly model knowledge for geographic information such as
metadata ontology, fundamental geographic information
ontology, spatial relation ontology, geometric ontology. They
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of geographic information data in concrete level.
Conventionally, geometries of spatial data are explicitly
represented. But spatial relationships are not explicitly or
formally represented. In this paper, geometric ontology and
spatial relation ontology are introduced into Data Content to
explicitly describe spatial semantics of geographic data. In
addition, fundamental geographic information ontology is
introduced to describe non-spatial data semantics. Data
Binding tells users where and how to access the data by
providing URL, contact information and procedure to access
data.

The semantic description model is built in abstract level and
concrete level, which is showed in Figure 2 in Unified
Modeling Language (UML). It is an integrated model
consisting of three parts: Data Profile, Data Content and Data
Binding. Data Profile tells users what the data are about by
describing the profile of the geographic information, such as
the dataset name, data format, acquisition methods, involved
processing, spatial extent, spatial resolution, provider, theme
and so on. Data Profile belongs to abstract level description. It
is built by introducing metadata ontology. Data Content tells
users what the data contain by describing the content semantics
1
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Figure 2. Ontology-based semantic description model

ontology models concepts and relationships between concepts
in user’s view during search.

4. DISCOVERY AND RETRIEVAL BASED ON
ONTOLOGIES
Conventionally, discovery and retrieval for geographic
information is carried through based on keywords. However,
keywords are not sufficient to find exactly suitable geographic
information because lack of semantics and inference
mechanism usually causes search results often to be too narrow
or too large (Hartwig H. Hochmair, 2005). The emergence of
ontology provides possibility to enhance discovery and
retrieval. In this section, we discuss an ontology-based
approach for discovery and retrieval of geographic information.

Top Level Ontology

User Ontology 1

Geographic
Information Domain
Ontology

User Ontology2

Semantic description
of Geographic
Information

User Search

4.1 Conceptual framework
User Search

The key to improve discovery and retrieval is to solve
problems of semantic heterogeneity between user’s search and
description of geographic information in SDI. Thus, user
ontology is needed to cooperate with ontologied introduced
into the semantic description model proposed above. User

Figure 3. The hybrid ontology approach (Visser, U. & H.
Stuckenschmidt, 2002) (modified)
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There are three main steps in the method. First step, user’s
search terms are mapped into concepts in domain ontology
based on the hybrid ontology approach. Second step, the
concepts are expanded based on the hierarchy of concepts in
domain ontology. If the concepts have subclasses, then the
subclasses are added to expand the query. Otherwise, the
superclass is checked. If there is superclass, then the superclass
is added to expand the query. Third step, based on the query
expansion, suitable descriptions of geographic information are
searched and return to users. If the results are suitable, search is
finished. Otherwise, repetition from the second step is needed.

The hybrid ontology approach (Visser, U. & H.
Stuckenschmidt, 2002) is used, as shown in Figure 3, in our
conceptual framework to make user ontology and domain
ontologies used in description of geographic information. Top
Level Ontology is a general ontology shared by user and
description provider. It’s a medium component to communicate
between user ontology and domain ontologies in the proposed
model above.
4.2 Ontology-based method
Based on the above hybrid ontology approach, a method is
developed for discovery and retrieval for geographic
information, as showed in Figure 4.

user’s search term

No
Is the terms in User
Ontology?

find equivalent or related
concept in Top Level Ontology
map user’s
query to Domain
Ontology

Yes

Is the Term in
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Search

Yes
return the results to user

No
Are results suitable?

Figure 4. Ontology-based method for discovery and retrieval

of approaches based on keywords. The method make user’s
query more exactly in expression meanings of request. Thus,
suitable geographic information are discovered and retrieved.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an ontology-based semantic
description model for geographic information. The model is
able to solve problems of semantic heterogeneity in description
by introducing ontologies which enrich semantics of
geographic information. Besides, an ontology-based method
for discovery and retrieval is discussed to overcome shortage

Of course, there are still some works need to do in future.
Sufficient algorithms for building mappings between
ontologies still need to present. Besides, implementation for
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ontology-based discovery and retrieval should be developed
too.
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